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Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of organic molecules on
noble metals have raised enormous interest over the past

decades1�6 and have become important for a number of applica-
tions.7�10 SAMs, and even individual molecules, are subject to
research also as the active elements in molecular electronic
devices.8,11�24 There, especially, the alignment of the states in
the SAM relative to the metal Fermi-level as well the degree of
“delocalization” of the transport channels between the electrodes
are of uttermost importance.25�29

When functional molecules are assembled into SAMs as the
active region of electronic devices, control of the electronic structure
can be achieved by tuning the properties of the isolated molecule
via targeted chemical substitution. Relating molecular and SAM
properties, is, however, far from trivial, and the peculiarities of
SAM electrostatics have been pointed out repeatedly.30�35,6,36�40

They are essentially related to the fact that well-ordered SAMs of
polar molecules correspond to quasi-infinite dipolar layers split-
ting space into two regions with different vacuum energies with
the magnitude of this difference depending on the molecular
dipole moments.38 The latter can be modified by attaching polar
donor or acceptor substituents (so-called tail groups) to otherwise

apolar molecules, which in the individual molecules significantly
modifies the positions of the eigenstates such as the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) relative to the common
vacuum level. Surprisingly, however, the level alignment between
the SAM states and the Fermi-level of the substrate is typically
tail-group independent.33,41 This finding has been rationalized by
an electrostatic decoupling of the attached polar groups from the
molecular backbones in combination with depolarization effects
within the SAM, thus underlining the impact of collective
interaction of molecules on the properties of monolayers.42,43

Another approach to adjust molecular dipole moments is to
use polar building blocks such as pyrimidines to form molecular
backbones, which then can be bonded to metal surfaces by
suitable docking groups, e.g., thiolates.44 By attaching this dock-
ing group to one or the other “end” of the oligopyrimidine
molecule, two variants with opposite dipole orientation can be
realized (cf., “3Nup” and “3Ndown” in Figure 1a).44 Monolayers
formed from these molecules display a number of intriguing and
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ABSTRACT: The electronic structure of terpyrimidinethiols is inves-
tigated by means of density-functional theory calculations for isolated
molecules and monolayers. In the transition from molecule to self-
assembled monolayer (SAM), we observe that the band gap is
substantially reduced, frontier states increasingly localize on opposite
sides of the SAM, and this polarization in several instances is in the
direction opposite to the polarization of the overall charge density. This
behavior can be analyzed by analogy to inorganic semiconductor
quantum-wells, which, as the SAMs studied here, can be regarded as
semiperiodic systems. There, similar observations are made under the
influence of a, typically external, electric field and are known as the
quantum-confined Stark effect. Without any external perturbation, in
oligopyrimidine SAMs one encounters an energy gradient that is
generated by the dipole moments of the pyrimidine repeat units. It is particularly strong, reaching values of about 1.6 eV/nm,
which corresponds to a substantial electric field of 1.6 � 107 V/cm. Close-lying σ- and π-states turn out to be a particular
complication for a reliable description of the present systems, as their order is influenced not only by the docking groups and
bonding to the metal, but also by the chosen computational approach. In the latter context we demonstrate that deliberately picking
a hybrid functional allows avoiding pitfalls due to the infamous self-interaction error. Our results show that when aiming to build a
monolayer with a specific electronic structure one can not only resort to the traditional technique of modifying the molecular
structure of the constituents, but also try to exploit collective electronic effects.
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a priori unexpected features, whose discussion and explanation
provide interesting new insights into effects that can be exploited
to alter the electronic structure of SAMs, especially when they are
made of oligomers with polar repeat units. These are briefly
outlined in the following:
I. As mentioned above, tail-group substitutions in many

cases33,41 change the molecular eigenenergies but do not
impact the level alignment at a metal/organic interface. We
find that the exact opposite is true for 3Nup and 3Ndown

gold/monolayer systems: The frontier molecular orbital
energies for 3Nup and 3Ndown molecules are essentially
identical, whereas for 3Nup and 3Ndown monolayers the
alignment of the electronic states with the gold Fermi-level
is totally different.44

II. External fields have been shown to modify orbital (band)
energies, the frontier orbital (band) gap, and the ener-
getic ordering of the electronic states in molecules and
monolayers;45�54 related mechanisms have recently been
suggested also for inorganic cluster assemblies.55 The field
distorts and localizes eigenstates,53,54 and recent studies
imply that such processes are relevant also when the field
originates from dipoles embedded within the layer,34 result-
ing in a shift in the optical absorption spectrum.45,46

Internally generated electric fields can be expected to be
at work also in pyrimidine-based SAMs, as every pyrimidine
unit carries an electric dipole moment. In contrast to
tail-group substituted SAMs, where the resulting poten-
tial gradient is confined essentially to the substituent
region,56,42,33 the distributed dipoles in an oligopyromidine
SAM give rise to a potential gradient throughout the entire
monolayer. The associated effective internal fields are
comparably large (in the range of 107 V/cm), which makes

oligopyrimidines an ideal test-bed for studying their impact
on the electronic structure of a SAM. This aspect, to
the best of our knowledge, has not yet been studied
systematically.

III. Upon increasing the SAM packing density and thereby
the electric field, the molecular dipoles depolarize each
other. Such (de)polarization effects in SAMs arising from
internal31,56,57 as well as external58,59,56 electric fields have
been the topic of several studies. Here we explain why, in
spite of the depolarization of the overall charge density, the
collectively generated field polarizes rather than depo-
larizes the electron densities associated with the frontier
orbitals.

In addressing the above aspects, we establish a microscopic
understanding of the relevant physicochemical processes in
SAMs of molecules consisting of repeated dipolar building
blocks. In particular, we describe collective effects that strongly
modify SAM properties and, thus, need to be considered in
“molecular design” approaches and their optimization. Prior to
discussing the electronic structure of the oligopyrimidine layers,
it is, however, necessary to provide some details on the chosen
model system and also to clarify an important methodological
issue that arises from the use of density-functional theory (DFT).
The latter is essential, as DFT is the only approach allowing for a
realistic, fully quantum-mechanical treatment of two-dimen-
sional periodic arrangements of the size explored here.

’RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

System.The focus of the present contribution is on processes
within the molecular monolayer. Therefore, as a first step we
avoid effects involving the interaction with a metallic substrate by
excluding the metal from most of our calculations. This is insofar
justified as numerous studies have found that the bonding-
induced charge rearrangements are confined to the very vicinity
of the docking groups,60,61 unless so-called Fermi-level pinning
occurs.62 Such charge rearrangements should, thus, have only a
minor effect on the field distribution within the SAM, which is
crucial for the effects discussed in this paper. Moreover, in
densely packed monolayers the collectively induced electric field
acting within the monolayer virtually does not extend onto the
metal for electrostatic reasons, as its decay length amounts to
only roughly one-sixth of the interdipole distance.42 The docking
chemistry and the interaction with the metal, however, directly
affect the order of σ- and π-states. This is addressed later in
the paper.
In ref 44, where certain properties of the bonded monolayer

are discussed, a herringbone arrangement of the oligopyrimidi-
nethiols in the (

√
3 � 3) Au(111) surface unit-cell has been

assumed. This is a plausible choice, as it has been reported that
the related biphenylthiols arrange in this way on Au(111).63 In
fact, oligophenylenes generally tend to crystallize in the herring-
bone pattern,64 and this might hold true also for longer oligopyr-
imidinethiols. At least for monopyrimidinethiols, however, this
appears not to be the case: For them, a mixed structure of flat
lying and upright standing molecules in larger unit cells has been
reported.65,66 The situation is further complicated by the ob-
servation that for substituted monopyrimidinethiols the mol-
ecules were found to arrange in parallel rows at an even less dense
packing.67 As we are not aware of a work in which assemblies of
unsubstituted oligopyrimidinethiols of the type shown in Figure 1
have been studied, it is a plausible compromise to consider such

Figure 1. (a) Molecular structures of the terpyrimidinethiols ([2,50:20,
500-terpyrimidine]-200-thiol, 3Ndown, and [2,50:20,500-terpyrimidine]-5-thiol,
3Nup), unsubstituted terpyrimidine (3N), and terphenyl (3P). The perma-
nent dipole moments of the pyrimidines are indicated by black arrows
(direction defined as pointing from negative to positive charge). (b) Top
view of the investigated monolayers in the (

√
3� 3) surface unit-cell. The

Cartesian axes are indicated.
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parallel orientations, but in a denser packing of one molecule per
(
√
3 � 3) cell (shown in Figure 1b). Also from a practical point

of view the chosen surface unit-cell is convenient as it allows an
easy comparison of the various systems and between the
electronic structure of isolated and assembled molecules. For
consistency with previous work,44,57 where each (

√
3 � 3) cell

contained two molecules in a herringbone pattern (vide supra),
we denote the present full coverage as θ = 1/2. Finally, we note
that in test calculations on the herringbone-packed SAM at the
coverage used in ref 44 we qualitatively recover the results
reported below.
Determining a Suitable Computational Approach. Before

discussing the electronic structure of the above-discussed SAMs,
it is imperative to critically assess which of the available computa-
tional approaches is most suitable for reliably predicting the
quantities of interest. We expect that to be of distinct relevance
also for future studies of related systems.
As we aim at describing monolayers, i.e., systems that are

infinitely extended in two dimensions, periodic boundary con-
ditions are required. Considering the size of the investigated unit
cells, any approach other than DFT is computationally not
affordable. In spite of its great success in quantum-chemistry
and physics, (semi)local DFT, however, also suffers from a
number of shortcomings.
In the present context especially the infamous self-interaction

error (SIE) in (semi)local DFT, i.e., the erroneous interaction
of each orbital with itself,68,69 can become particularly relevant
(cf., extended discussion in the Supporting Information). This is
because in pyrimidines there are close-lying σ- and π-orbitals in
the vicinity of the HOMO/LUMO gap,70�72 intertwined with
significant variations in orbital localization, a scenario in which
drastic failures of a (semi)local DFT-based description have been
reported.73,74 In oligopyrimidines this could very well result in an
incorrect prediction of the actual nature (σ vs π) of the frontier
states.
To estimate the possible impact of the SIE, we follow the

strategy presented in ref 74, where a simple-to-evaluate predictor
for the presence of a strongly orbital-dependent SIE has been
proposed. For every Kohn�Sham orbital, it calculates the
amount of Coulomb self-repulsion that is not canceled by
exchange-correlation (xc) self-attraction. To evaluate the impor-
tance of self-interaction in the present systems, we performed
this test for the isolated 3Nup molecule. The orbital SIEs, ei, for
the HOMO�10 to HOMO (i.e., valence orbitals 36 to 46)
relative to that of the HOMO,Δei:= (ei� e46), are shown as solid
orange circles in Figure 2a.75 The displayed values have been
calculated using the local density approximation (LDA), but
essentially equivalent results are obtained when using gradient-
corrected (GGA) functionals.
Indeed, strongly varying values of Δei are found for the high-

lying orbitals, which are most important in applications. An
inspection of the real-space representations of the orbital charge-
densities (contained in the Supporting Information) shows that
the magnitude of the SIE predictor indeed depends on the visual
impression of orbital localization (while, apparently, it is not
significantly affected by whether an orbital displays σ- or π-
character). These results clearly emphasize the importance of
using a description that is free from self-interaction.
To achieve this goal, we performed a self-interaction correction

(SIC) employing the generalized optimized effective potential
(GOEP)method76 using the Krieger�Li�Iafrate approximation
(GKLI). The latter has been shown to accurately reproduce

the results of numerically far more demanding full GOEP
calculations.76 The obtained relative orbital energy shifts, Δεi

GKLI =
(εi

GKLI� εi
LDA)� (εHOMO

GKLI � εHOMO
LDA ), are depicted in Figure 2a as

solid green squares. Besides opposite signs, we find systematic
differences between Δei and Δεi

GKLI. This is insofar expected, as
there is only an approximate correlation between the SIE and its
correction.77 Different from Δei, the values Δεi

GKLI appear to be
primarily sensitive to the character of an orbital; i.e., there is a
common correction for all σ-states and a different common one for
all π-states irrespective of the intuitive impression of localization
(see Supporting Information). Most importantly, the correction
shifts the HOMO�2 up in energy by 0.59 eV, to above the LDA-
HOMO, demonstrating that the SIE severely distorts the electronic
structure of terpyrimidinethiols.
An alternative approach to obtain improved orbital energies is

the use of hybrid functionals. These, however, only partially
correct for self-interaction, as they include only a fraction of exact
exchange. Still (as rationalized in the Supporting Information),
often good comparability with experiment and SIC or GW
calculations is found for the low binding energy states. A
functional which is readily applicable to both molecular and
periodic systems is the Heyd�Scuseria�Ernzerhof screened-
exchange hybrid functional, HSE06,78�80 where the long-range

Figure 2. Self-interaction error and electronic structure of the isolated
3Nup molecule. (a) The self-interaction error of the LDA orbitals is
shown (orange) together with the GKLI SIC (green) and the HSE
corrections (black). All quantities are given relative to the value for the
HOMO (orbital 46). (b) LDA (left) and HSE (right) orbital energies,
aligned to the respective HOMO energies. The arrows link associated
orbitals. (c) Absolute HSE-computed eigenenergies of 3Ndown (left
panel) and 3Nup molecule (right panel), broadened by a Gaussian with
σ = 0.1 eV. The insets show orbital charge-densities of the frontier states;
the HOMO�LUMO gap is indicated.
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part of the Fock exchange is absent by construction. As discussed
in ref 81, the absence of the long-range Fock exchange is not
detrimental to the molecular electronic structure, as it hardly
influences the highly localized orbitals which exhibit a large SIE.
The open black squares in Figure 2a depict the correction to the
LDA orbital energies as calculated with HSE, again relative to the
shift of the LDA-HOMO,Δεi

HSE:= (εi
HSE� εi

LDA)� (εHOMO
HSE �

εHOMO
LDA ).75 Clearly, HSE and GKLI corrections compare very
well, and both result in a strong modification of the order of the
occupied frontier orbitals compared to the LDA (and also GGA)
calculations (cf. Figure 2b). This way the two approaches
mutually support each other, and we conclude that HSE is
well-suited for describing the systems at hand.
Certain shortcomings, however, remain: Hybrid functionals

do not account for the narrowing of the fundamental gap by
dielectric screening in the SAM, as this requires nonlocal
correlation.82�84 Such effects should, however, have no qualita-
tive impact on the SAM’s electronic structure, although they will
need to be revisited in a later chapter, when the interaction of the
SAM with the metal is discussed.
Another potential pitfall linked to DFT is the reliable calcula-

tion of molecular polarizabilities. For example, Champagne
et al.85 have argued that typical exchange-correlation functionals
tend to overestimate polarizabilities. Some of us have shown that
this is not always the case86,87 and that it depends on the
particular electronic structure of the system in question.88 An
(at least partial) remedy is typically the inclusion of exact
exchange. As molecular dipole moments and polarizabilities are
absolutely crucial parameters for the present paper, we have
performed extensive test calculations employing a number of
different DFT functionals, Hartree�Fock (HF) and second-
order Møller�Plesset perturbation theory (MP2). These tests
(which are discussed in considerable detail in the Supporting
Information) show that for the present system all methods give
consistent results for the polarizabilities as well as for the dipole
moments; the hybrid functional calculations yield a HOMO
�LUMO gap that is somewhat larger than the optical gap
calculated by time-dependent density-functional theory (in con-
trast to the LDA and GGA functionals, which severely under-
estimate the gap). This further confirms the suitability of HSE for
describing the problems at hand.
Molecule-to-Monolayer Transition. With the appropriate

tools in hand, we can now turn to first calculating the molecular
and then the monolayer properties. Figure 2c shows the density
of states (DOS) of 3Nup and 3Ndownmolecules as calculated with
HSE. This plot illustrates that the position of the thiol docking
group has only minor impact on the molecular electronic
structure. The ordering of the frontier orbitals is the same with
all frontier orbitals having π-character (see insets), and also the
eigenvalues are comparable; the gap differs by only 0.2 eV.
Assembling the polar molecules into a monolayer creates a

two-dimensional array of dipoles, μ, which give rise to a change
in the electron electrostatic energy between the docking- and the
tail-group sides of the SAM. The net effect is described via the
Helmholtz solution to the Poisson equation (ΔEvac = �eμ/ε0A)
and is proportional to the areal dipole density.89,90 In densely
packed SAMs, in which ΔEvac originates from polar tail-group
substituents (the commonly studied situation), the correspond-
ing shift in the potential landscape is strongly confined to the
region of the tail-group.33 This can be explained by purely
electrostatic arguments, as it can be shown that for a square
two-dimensional array of point dipoles the decay-length of the field

is equivalent to the interdipole distance divided by 2π.42 In SAMs
consisting of polarizable molecules, this confinement is further
enhanced by depolarization effects.91,92,31,93,30,59,56,57,41,43

The situation is markedly different for oligopyrimidines as
shown for a 3Nup SAM at the highest investigated packing
density, θ = 1/2, in Figure 3a. As the total molecular dipole
originates from each of the dipolar pyrimidine rings, ΔEvac is
established across the SAM in a more or less continuous way.44

Even though the plane-averaged electrostatic energy displayed in
Figure 3a oscillates due to the nuclei, one can clearly see that it is
superimposed with an approximately linear potential gradient,
which is due to the combination of the fields generated by the

Figure 3. (a) (x, y)-averaged electrostatic energy E of an electron across
a hypothetical free-standing 3Nup-SAM at θ = 1/2 (gray curve; for details
on the further averaged red curve, see text). The molecule in the
background and the “box-potential” serve as guide to the eye. The zero
of the energy axis is set to the average of the left and the right vacuum
energy, E = (Evac

left + Evac
right)/2 . (b) Step in the electrostatic energy across

the SAM,ΔEvac = Evac
right� Evac

left, as a function of the SAM packing density
θ for 3Nup (black squares), 3Ndown (orange disks), 3N (green diamonds).
The flat evolution for the apolar 3P SAM (gray triangles) is shown for
comparison (see Figure 1b for the molecular structures). Note that the
energy scale is reversed for 3Ndown. (c) Sketches of the potential and the
lowest eigenstates of 1D potential wells with infinitely high barriers for a
particle in a box exposed to an electric field (left panel) and without
electric field (middle panel). The rightmost panel sketches the situation
encountered for the envelope functions in the valence and conduction
bands that are responsible for the quantum-confined Stark effect
(QCSE) in a semiconductor quantum-well structure.
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pyrimidine dipoles. This is best seen when averaged over the
length scale of interatomic distances (red curve).94,95 The
collectively generated potential-energy gradient exists only with-
in the SAM and can be associated with an effective internal field.
The magnitude of that “collectively-induced” field can be esti-
mated to be 1.6 eV/nm from the overall potential energy increase
and the thickness of the monolayer. Such simple model con-
siderations have been found to be of great explanatory power in
previous studies of inorganic systems,96�98 and in the following
sections we describe how they are applicable also to oligomeric
SAMs made of molecules that consist of polar repeat units. In
passing, we mention that one should be able to observe this
potential gradient, for example, by high-resolution X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy experiments,99,100 as it results in the core
electrons of carbon and nitrogen atoms in the backbone being
located at different relative electrostatic energies.
Also in oligopyrimidine SAMs, the overall magnitude ofΔEvac

is reduced by the above-mentioned depolarization effects, as can
be inferred from its sublinear increase with packing density shown
by the green diamonds in Figure 3b. A comparison between the
trend for 3N (green diamonds) and 3Nup (black squares) shows
that the thiol docking group does not qualitatively influence the
overall electrostatic situation. In 3Ndown, the pyrimidines are
oriented differently (see Figure 1a), which reverses the sign of
ΔEvac, keeping its magnitude, however, largely unchanged
(orange disks; note the reversed scale).
The overall situation of the free-standing SAM in Figure 3a

can be viewed in analogy to the well-understood case of an
(inorganic) semiconductor quantum-well under the influence of
an electric field. In semiconductor quantum-wells the field is
typically externally applied, although the role of internal fields is
well acknowledged (for instance, see ref 101). Here we are
dealing exclusively with the latter: a packing-density dependent
collectively induced field that originates from the distributed
molecular dipoles within the system. In both, semiconductor
quantum-wells and oligopyrimidine SAMs, one has to deal with
infinitely extended periodic systems in the x- and y-direction,
while there are a finite number of repeat units in z-direction. As a
consequence, the wave functions of the quantum-well retain their
Bloch-type character in x- and y-direction (i.e., they can be
described as lattice-periodically modulated plane waves), while in
z-direction the so-called envelope-function approximation
comes into play.102 There, the plane-wave parts of the Bloch-
type states, which require infinite periodicity, are replaced by the
eigenfunctions of the quantum-well (reflecting the well proper-
ties); the lattice-periodic parts of the wave functions still deter-
mine which band the states are associated with. Describing the
orbitals of oligomers (like terpyrimidine) in such a quasiband
structure picture is a well established concept103 which is
consistent with H€uckel theory104 and has been confirmed
experimentally by inelastic electron scattering105�107 and photo-
electron spectroscopy.108�111

The envelope functions play a defining role for the properties
of the orbitals and are key to understanding the electronic
structure of the SAMs discussed here. When, for the sake of
simplicity, infinitely high barriers are assumed, the well-known
eigenfunctions of such a quantum-well in the presence of a
constant potential gradient (i.e., a homogeneous electric field)
are linear combinations of Airy functions.112 The few lowest are
depicted in the left panel of Figure 3c. In contrast to the field-free
situation (middle panel of Figure 3c), they are polarized by the
electric field. The lowest state shows pronounced localization on

the low-energy (left) side of the well and for moderate fields the
probability density for higher states increases in the high-energy
(right) side of the potential well.112�114 This phenomenon of
qualitatively different localization for different states has been
denoted as anomalous polarization in the literature,113,114 and is
relevant for the discussion below.
For describing both the valence and the conduction band, one

has to keep in mind that holes carry a positive charge, which
reverses the corresponding potential well leading to the situation
depicted in the right panel of Figure 3c. The latter is characteristic
of the quantum-confined Stark effect (QCSE). It is exploited, for
example, in absorptive modulators, where the confinement
imposed by the well-structure is necessary to prevent dissociation
of the excitons.115,102 The simple picture in Figure 3c implies that
(i) the gap between the occupied and unoccupied states should
decrease upon increasing the field strength (in the oligopyrimi-
dines this means increasing the packing density); (ii) electrons and
holes are localized at opposite edges of the quantum structure;
(iii) the degree of this localization should increase with the field.
Collectively Induced QCSE: Band Gap and Localization.

We start our discussion with terpyrimidine, where no thiol group
is attached (3N in Figure 1a). Comparing the DOS of this
molecule with that of the corresponding SAM (θ = 1/2) in the
upper panel of Figure 4, it is found that the HOMO�LUMO gap
is reduced by no less than 0.8 eV. In contrast, the gap of the
nonpolar terphenyl (3P in Figure 1a) remains essentially un-
changed upon monolayer formation (Figure 4, lower panel).
Consequently, it is the continuous electric field induced within
the ensemble of 3N molecules which is responsible for the
observed reduction of the band gap in the spirit of the above-
described QCSE. This is consistent with the results of others for
molecules45�50,52 and SAMs45,46,53 in electric fields. It also

Figure 4. Density of states (DOS) for the 3N (upper panels) and 3P
(lower panels) molecules (left panels) and high-coverage SAMs (θ =
1/2, right panels), aligned at the average electrostatic energy across the
SAM, at E = (Evac

left + Evac
right)/2 (cf. Figure 3a). The thick black curves are

Gaussian-broadened (σ = 0.1 eV) convolutions of the results of the
calculation. The insets show orbital/band charge densities of the frontier
states, and the band gap is indicated. It is determined from the onsets of
the respective nonbroadened DOS peaks.
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implies that the calculated gap-reduction is not a consequence of
dielectric screening by neighboring molecules, an effect that is
not captured by hybrid calculations (cf., Determining a Suitable
Computational Approach section).
The real-space representations in Figure 4 can also be asso-

ciated with the collectively induced QCSE: In the case of
terphenyl (lower panel), both HOMO and LUMO are deloca-
lized over the molecule, and this does not change upon mono-
layer formation. In contrast, for terpyrimidine the HOMO and
LUMO are to some degree localized on opposite ends of the
molecule already in the isolated system (molecular effect). This
localization is further enhanced in the monolayer (collective
effect). Because the electrostatic energy increases across the SAM
(cf., Figure 3a), this corresponds to a localization of the HOMO
level at the high-energy side of the SAM as in the QCSE model in
Figure 3c (right panel). In other words, the corresponding
electron density is shifted along the electric field. Note that this
is counterintuitive from the perspective of depolarization effects
(Figure 3a), as the total electron density is (naturally) shifted
opposite to the electric field direction as a consequence of the
negative charge of electrons.
To better quantify this effect, we calculated orbital charge-

densities of the frontier states integrated over the (x, y)-plane
using the definition given in the Methods section. They are
shown for the isolated 3N molecule as orange areas in the upper
panels of Figure 5. The black curves show the corresponding
charge densities for the bands derived from these orbitals in the

SAM (θ = 1/2). As inferred already from the contour plots in
Figure 4, HOMO contributions on the central ring are shifted to
the rightmost pyrimidine and “virtual” charge density corresponding
to the molecule’s LUMO accumulates on the leftmost ring at the
expense of the rightmost ring. This trend is even more clearly
resolved when plotting the respective charge-density differences,
ΔFi(z) = Fi

SAM(z) � Fi
mol(z), in the central panel of Figure 5,

where red (blue) areas show accumulation (depletion) of
electron density. In this context it is also useful to plot the
cumulative charge rearrangement, Qi(z), defined as Qi(z) =

R
0
z

ΔFi(z0) dz0 (see bottom panel of Figure 5). Qi(z) > 0 gives the
number of electrons that have been transferred from the region
right of z to its left. For Qi(z) < 0, the direction of the charge
transfer is reversed. The latter quantity shows that the effect of
self-localization is sizable: for the HOMO, 0.3 electrons are
accumulated on the rightmost ring. The reorganization of the
LUMO is of the same magnitude, but opposite in sign.
Collectively Induced QCSE: Eigenenergies. The above

findings lead to the question of how the collectively induced
electric field influences the electronic structure of the SAM
beyond orbital localization. The simplified potential wells in
Figure 6a sketch the electrostatics across the SAM at low (gray)
and high (black) packing density. The orange markings illustrate
how the energy is changed differently at different positions in the
well. As the orbitals are differently localized along the long
molecular axis already in the isolated molecule and even more
so in the SAM (vide supra), it can be expected that their energies
are differently affected by increasing the packing density (and,

Figure 5. Upper panels: (x, y)-plane-integrated orbital charge-densities
for the HOMO and LUMO of 3N, to quantify orbital localization in the
direction of the long molecular axis (orange areas). The black curves
show the corresponding data for the band derived from those orbitals in
the SAM at θ = 1/2. Middle panels: Charge rearrangements ΔFi(z) =
FiSAM(z) � Fimol(z) for the HOMO (left) and LUMO (right) upon
monolayer formation. Red (blue) areas show accumulation (depletion)
of electron density. Lowest panels: Cumulative charge rearrangements
Qi(z) for these states upon monolayer formation. The molecules in the
background serve as guide to the eye.

Figure 6. (a) Simplified sketch of the electron electrostatic energy
across a SAM of 3N molecules at low (dashed gray) and high (solid
black) packing density. The orange symbols illustrate for two positions
how the energy is changed differently at different positions in the well
upon increasing the SAM packing density. (b) Energetic shifts of the
HOMO (black squares), HOMO�1 (gray circles), and LUMO (black
diamonds) derived bands in a SAM of 3Nmolecules upon increasing the
SAM packing density θ, aligned at the average electrostatic energy E =
(Evac

left + Evac
right)/2 (cf. Figure 3a). The energies are determined from the

onsets of the respective peaks in the DOS.
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thus, increasing the internal field). To illustrate that such shifts
are actually observed, Figure 6b shows the evolution of the
HOMO, HOMO�1, and LUMO derived states of 3N as a
function of the packing density relative to E = (Evac

left + Evac
right)/2

(cf., Figure 3a). The HOMO shifts up by up to 0.9 eV, while the
LUMO is destabilized by only 0.1 eV, consistent with the above-
discussed gap-reduction by 0.8 eV. The observation that the
LUMO is destabilized instead of stabilized (as one might expect
from its localization) is most likely due to the somewhat arbitrary
choice of the average vacuum level as energy reference, but could
also be an indication that, while the model in Figure 6a provides a
consistent qualitative picture of the situation, it does not
reproduce all quantitative details.
Furthermore, the energetic distance between HOMO and

HOMO�1 is increased by nearly 0.4 eV (cf., Figure 4) because of
the very different localization of those states. As a consequence,
the π�π* gap (i.e., the gap between the HOMO�1 and the
LUMO) is reduced by only 0.4 eV. An interesting observation
concerns the significant shifts already at very low packing
densities. The energy difference between HOMO and HOMO�1,
for example, is increased by 0.2 eV already between θ = 1/64
(considered as the isolated molecule) and θ = 1/8, and the gap is
reduced even more. This clearly shows that the observed orbital-
energy shifts are primarily of electrostatic origin, fully consistent
with the occurrence of a collectively induced QCSE.
QCSE and Depolarization. Finally, it needs to be understood

how the fact that the HOMO is shifted toward the “right” side of
the SAM upon increasing the packing density (which corre-
sponds to increasing the molecular dipole) can be reconciled with
the generally observed depolarization effects in polar SAMs. That
the latter occur also in oligopyrimidine SAMs can be inferred, for
example, from the sublinear increase of ΔEvac with coverage in
Figure 3b. This can only be explained by the total charge density
reacting in a qualitatively different manner to the electric field
than the charge density associated with the HOMO-derived
band.
To explain that, it is useful to identify “related” molecular

orbitals. This can be done by applying the quasiband picture
outlined earlier, in which each orbital of an oligomer is interpreted as
the product of a quantum-well eigenfunction (the envelope function)
and a function derived from an orbital of a single repeat unit (e.g.,
the HOMO or LUMO of pyrimidine).102�111 The latter then
determines which quasiband a given orbital of the oligomer
belongs to, with the number of states in a quasiband equaling the
number of repeat units. Figure 7a shows the orbitals related in
this way to the HOMOs and LUMOs of 3N and 3P. As terphenyl
is an apolar molecule, sine functions are suitable envelope functions
(cf., middle panel of Figure 3c).109 In contrast, significant
asymmetries are found in the orbitals of terpyrimidine, which
is due to the envelope functions in this polar molecule being
better described by linear combinations of Airy functions (cf., left
panel of Figure 3c). Note that, although this very simple model
does not quantitatively reproduce the localization of each orbital,
its value is evident as it perfectly reproduces the changes of sign of
the wave functions along the backbone.
Bearing in mind that the QCSE “picture” in the rightmost

panel of Figure 3c is derived from the envelope-function
approximation, it is useful to consider all orbitals belonging to
a quasiband “simultaneously”. The corresponding ΔFi(z)- and
Qi(z)-plots for the HOMO-related states (the HOMO�2 and
the HOMO�3) in 3N are, therefore, included in Figure 7b. For
the lowest-lying orbital (HOMO�3) the opposite trend than for

the HOMO is observed (cf., Figure 5); i.e., electron density is
shifted to the left part of the molecule. The HOMO�2, on the
other hand, experiences a shift of charge density from the perimeters
to the center of the molecule, almost perfectly canceling the
combined effect of HOMO and HOMO�3. Indeed, the sum of

Figure 7. (a) Isodensity plots for related occupied (lower plots) and
unoccupied (upper plots) molecular orbitals of 3N (left) and 3P
(right).116 Also shown are schematic standing-wave envelope functions.
(b) Upper panels: Charge rearrangements ΔFi(z) = FiSAM(z) �Fimol(z)
for the HOMO�2 (left) and HOMO�3 (right) upon monolayer
formation. Red (blue) areas show accumulation (depletion) of electron
density. For the equivalent plot for the HOMO, see Figure 5. Lower
panels: Cumulative charge rearrangements upon SAM formation. Left
panel: Qi(z) for the three related states HOMO (black), HOMO�2
(crossed gray), and HOMO�3 (light gray) of 3N. Right panel: Sum
over the three Qi-curves shown in the left panel (black color) and sum
over the Qi of all occupied states (gray color).
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all three Qi(z) (Figure 7b, lower right panel, black curve) shows
that the net polarization due to the HOMO-related quasiband
essentially vanishes. This simultaneous occurrence of polariza-
tion and anomalous polarization within a quasiband is fully
consistent with previous findings for the eigenfunctions of
quantum-wells (cf., Figure 3c).113,114,112 Whether a small polar-
ization or depolarization remains within a given quasiband then
depends on the details of the involved orbitals. The overall
response obtained from summing over all orbitals must, of
course, reflect a depolarization (cf., Figure 7b, lower right panel,
gray curve). Interestingly, the maximum of this net cumulative
transfer amounts to <0.1 electrons, which is only about 1/4 of
what is observed for the HOMO alone.
Bonding the SAM to the Metal Substrate: Experimentally

Accessible Quantities. Attaching the monolayer to the metal
substrate can conceptually be viewed as a two-step process: First
a docking group needs to be attached to the terpyrimidine SAM,
which then binds the layer to the metal. The attachment of the
docking group has two consequences: (i) It determines in which
orientation the terpyrimidines are bonded to the metal and
whether they induce a work-function decrease (3Ndown) or a
work-function increase (3Nup) (cf., ΔEvac in Figure 3b and ref
44). (ii) Typically, docking group orbitals will hybridize with the
states of the terpyrimidines. For thiols, the latter is evident
already in Figure 2c, where for the isolated molecules we find
the HOMO to display π-character, as the corresponding 3N
orbital (the HOMO�1) has been destabilized due to the
contribution of the sulfur to the molecular π-system. As a
consequence of the orbital localization in terpyrimidine (cf.,
Figure 4), the effect is more pronounced in 3Ndown. Consistently,
there the degree of localization of the highest occupied π-state is
increased by the thiol, whereas it is decreased for 3Nup.
In 3Ndown, when forming a monolayer from the isolated

molecules, the collectively induced field is oriented such that it
enhances the localization of the HOMO (and HOMO�1) and
strongly destabilizes it relative to the average vacuum level. This
results in the particularly small band gap of 2.8 eV (see left plot of
Figure 8a). In the 3Nup case the highest occupied σ-type orbital
experiences a similar shift as in 3Ndown, while the energetic
position of the highest occupied π-state relative to E is hardly
affected by the collectively induced field. This results in the gap of
the 3Nup SAM being of σ�π* character as in the terpyrimidine
SAM (cf., Figure 8a). A similar situation is encountered also
when considering isocyanide as docking group. Also, there the π-
electrons of the �NC group hybridize with the π-system of 3N,
modifying orbital localization and the packing-density dependent
shifts of the eigenenergies. A more detailed discussion is con-
tained in the Supporting Information.
To understand qualitatively how the collectively induced

QCSE affects the alignment between the molecular states and
the Fermi-level, i.e., addressing question I raised in the Introduc-
tion, it is useful to analyze the position of the electronic states
relative to the vacuum level at the docking-group end of the SAM
(Evac

left in Figure 3a) as detailed in refs 118, 61, 90, and 38.
The alignment of the states relative to Evac

left for 3Ndown and
3Nup shown in Figure 8b can be understood in a straightforward
manner from the schematic sketch in Figure 6a and the localiza-
tion of the orbitals in the isolated molecules (Figure 2c) and the
monolayers (Figure 8a). In 3Ndown, the potential energy gradient
is opposite to that sketched in Figure 6a. This is, compared to Evac

left

all states are shifted down in energy upon increasing the field (i.e.,
increasing the packing density). The effect is relatively weak for

the HOMO and the HOMO�1 as a result of their localization
close to the docking-group end of the SAM and amounts to only
ca. 0.5 eV. For the 3Nup SAM, the energy gradient is opposite to
that in 3Ndown, resulting in an upward shift of all states for
increasing coverage. The net shift between the isolated molecule
and the θ = 1/2 SAM amounts to ca. 1.3 eV for the (SAM)
HOMO�1 and the LUMO and becomes as large as 2.0 eV for
the (SAM) HOMO, which is localized on the ring furthest away
from the docking group end of the SAM. This already strongly
suggests that the level alignment of the 3Nup and 3Ndown SAMs

Figure 8. (a) DOS of 3Ndown and 3Nup SAMs at θ = 1/2, aligned at the
average electrostatic energy across the SAM, E (see Figure 3a). The thick
black curves are Gaussian-convolutions (σ = 0.1 eV) of the results of the
calculation. The insets show band charge-densities of the frontier states,
and the band gap is indicated. It is determined from the onsets of the
respective nonbroadened DOS peaks. (b) Energetic shifts of the
HOMO, HOMO�1, and LUMO derived bands in a SAM of 3Ndown

(left) and 3Nup (right) molecules relative to the molecular eigenvalues
upon increasing the SAM packing density θ. The energies are deter-
mined from the onsets of the respective peaks in the DOS. They are
aligned at the left vacuum energy Evac

left; the absolute molecular eigenva-
lues (approximated by θ = 1/64) are �6.52 eV (�6.57 eV), �7.02 eV
(�6.74 eV), and �3.02 eV (�2.90 eV) for the π-HOMO, σ-HOMO,
and LUMO of 3Ndown (3Nup). (c) DOS of the full metal/SAM system
projected onto the molecular region (PDOS) for the 3Ndown and
3Nup SAMs, with broadening and insets as in part a.117 Only a small
fraction of metal atoms is shown. The Fermi energy is indicated as gray
horizontal line.
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bonded to the metal will differ by several electron volts as a result
of the collectively induced QCSE. This is a spectacular effect,
considering that the molecular ionization potentials of 3Nup and
3Ndown are essentially the same.
To obtain a more complete picture, one needs to explicitly

consider the bonding to the metal. This is a computationally
formidable task when using hybrid functionals. We also note that
it is still not fully quantitative: In the case of molecules adsorbed
on a metallic substrate,82 describing the narrowing of the gap due
to polarization of the metal will generally require both long-range
exchange and long-range correlation, neither of which is present
with HSE.84,119

Figure 8c shows the density of states projected onto the SAM
region (PDOS) and the local density of states plotted for certain
energy ranges117 for the 3Ndown and 3Nupmetal-adsorbed SAMs.
Also, in the presence of the metal the frontier states are localized
on opposite “ends” of the monolayer in the 3Nup and 3Ndown

SAMs, and indeed a completely different level alignment is found
in the two systems. While for 3Ndown the unoccupied states are
closest to the Fermi-level (see Figure 8c), it is the occupied states
for 3Nup.44,120 However, the thiolate�Au bond also modifies the
SAM electronic structure. First, strongly dispersing metal-in-
duced intragap states appear around 1.7 eV below the Fermi-level
(overlapping with sharper peaks for 3Nup). They are strongly
localized on the S atom (see inset for 3Ndown). This changes its
hybridization with the π-electrons of the backbone upon adsorp-
tion, and the π-states no longer have any weight on the S-atom
unlike in the freestanding SAMs shown in Figure 8a. The highest
occupied π-states are strongly stabilized and for both SAMs shift
down to partly overlap with the next σ-states. This has next to no
influence on the band gap of 3Nup (see Figure 8c). However,
adsorption changes the symmetry of the 3Ndown HOMO, and
the gap is again opened by 0.5 eV. Interestingly, this way a value
close to the HSE-computed gas phase gap is reached (although
with different character of the HOMO).
Having analyzed the electronic structure of the SAM bonded

to the metal substrate one can now wonder how the effects
described in the paper would impact experimentally accessible
physical observables. Beyond the potential of directly imaging
the collectively induced electric field in pyrimidine SAMs by high
resolution XPS mentioned earlier, especially the QCSE-induced
shifts of the eigenenergies should have drastic effects. The
different positions of the molecular states relative to the Fermi-
level will strongly impact charge-carrier injection into oligopyr-
midine SAMs, for example, in scanning tunneling microscopy
and spectroscopy experiments. For a given tunnel bias, it will also

result in drastically different tunneling microscopy images. In
fact, the results in Figure 8c imply that for imaging 3Ndown SAMs
a negative tip bias inducing the tunneling of electrons might be
preferable, while the opposite (i.e., a preferred tunneling of
holes) applies to 3Nup SAMs. The different level alignment for
the two terpyrimidine orientations should also be observable in
UV photoelectron spectroscopy and will modify the effective
injection barrier when using SAMs to modify the work function
of metal electrodes in organic devices. Charge transport through
oligopyrimidine layers will be affected also by orbital localization
effects, as they tend to deteriorate the transmittance of the
transport channels. Moreover, excitation energies in oligopyrimi-
dine layers will be reduced and two-photon photoemission
provides a technique to study the relevant excited states.121

Whether or not certain experimental observations are indeed
due to the collectively induced QCSE can then be checked in an
(at least conceptually) straightforward manner, as they should all
display a distinct dependence on the molecular packing density
that might, for example, be varied by forming mixed monolayers
with “inert” molecules.
Relevance of the QCSE beyond Oligopyrimidines. As

stressed repeatedly, all above effects are essentially caused by
the collectively generated electric fields. Therefore, they
should by no means be limited to oligopyrimidines, but occur
in any SAMs made of molecules with a distributed dipole
character, i.e., molecules consisting of a series of polar
building blocks. A few examples for alternative (mostly
heterocyclic) molecules are shown in Figure 9. A quick
theoretical screening shows that most of them have appreci-
able dipole moments, which for the methineimines is even
larger than in the oligopyrimidines; i.e., while the above-described
effects are expected to be weaker for the displayed oxazines,
thiazoles, imidazoles, and oxazoles, they should be signifi-
cantly stronger in the methineimines. While the latter have
been treated theoretically,122 their synthesis will pose a
considerable challenge.

’SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, using a carefully selected theoretical approach that
accounts for the infamous self-interaction error of density-functional
theory, we have shown that the electronic structure of oligopyr-
imidine SAMs is strongly influenced by the electric field that
results from a collective action of the intrinsic molecular dipole
moments:Upon gradual transition from the isolatedmolecule to the
densely packed monolayers, we observe (i) an increasing

Figure 9. Alternative molecules (names given in the Supporting Information) consisting of polar building blocks with equivalent numbers of
heteroatoms along the backbone. The HSE06/6-311++G(d,p) calculated total molecular dipole moments are also listed, and terpyrimidine is included
for the sake of comparison.
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localization (and anomalous polarization) of the molecular
orbitals (respectively the real space representations of the
associated bands), (ii) a significant decrease of the computed
band gap by up to 0.8 eV, and (iii) concomitantly, a strong impact
of the collectively induced electric field on the level alignment with
the metal Fermi-level. These trends can be rationalized combin-
ing the quasiband/envelope-function picture with the Quantum-
Confined Stark effect typically observed in semiconductor quan-
tum-wells under the influence of strong external fields. The
peculiarity of the present systems is that here the potential energy
gradient within the layer is collectively induced by the interacting
polar molecular building blocks. For the sake of clarity, these
effects are primarily discussed for the hypothetical free-standing
monolayers, but essentially prevail also when the SAMs are
bonded to a metal substrate.

The above considerations underline that periodically assembled
molecules can display properties that hugely differ from those they
possess in gas phase. Therefore, when designing molecular building
blocks for novel self-assembled materials and hybrid systems,
collective effects have to be carefully considered. This is particularly
relevant when working with molecules containing polar building
blocks, where electrostatic effects can have a huge impact on the
electronic properties. Apart from complicating the bottom-up de-
sign of new systems, the presented results, however, also provide
tools that can be exploited as additional handles for tuning the
properties of also more complex systems than the ones dis-
cussed here. As a long-term vision, one could imagine exploiting
collective electrostatic effects that occur as a result of monolayer
formation to shift the electronic levels “by design” in various
parts of extended molecules giving molecular electronics a
“collectively-controlled” twist.

’METHODS

All molecular geometries were obtained by optimizations with the
PBE functional using the Gaussian 03123 package and the aug-cc-pVTZ
basis set. Subsequent LDA and GKLI calculations were done
with the PARSEC real-space code124,125,76 and norm-conserving
pseudopotentials126 and HSE06 calculations with the VASP code127

with a plane-wave basis set (kinetic energy cutoff of approximately 20
Ry) and the projector augmented-wave (PAW)method.128,129 For LDA
and PBE, the comparability of the eigenvalues resulting from the
different codes was carefully tested. For details on the GKLI methodol-
ogy the reader is referred to the original publication.76

In the periodic calculations, aMethfessel�Paxton occupation scheme
with the temperature set to 100 K (0.008 62 eV) was used, and
Monkhorst-Pack130 k-point grids of 8 � 5 � 1, 4 � 5 � 1, 2 � 5 �
1, 2� 2� 1 and 1� 1� 1 were chosen for the SAMpacking densities of
1/2,

1/4,
1/8,

1/16, and
1/64, respectively. The corresponding unit cells

were obtained by doubling the short lattice vector (see Figure 1b) once
(θ = 1/4) and twice (θ = 1/8); θ = 1/16 was obtained by doubling the
shorter lattice vector of the cell at θ = 1/8, and θ =

1/64 by again doubling
both lattice vectors. The latter was used as approximation for the isolated
molecule. Even at such low packing density, ΔEvac does not vanish
exactly. We have found values ΔEvac < 0.2 eV, and account for this in
Figures 4, 6b, and 8b by using the reference energy E (and Evac

left in
Figure 8b) also in the case of the isolated molecule. The molecular
geometries were not reoptimized in the periodic calculations, and the
molecules were oriented parallel to the z-axis of the unit cell (see
Figure 1); this procedure facilitates an easy comparison of molecular
orbitals and orbital-derived bands. To exclude spurious interaction
between subsequent slabs in the z-direction, a vacuum gap of >20 Å

was introduced together with a dipole layer within the vacuum to
compensate for the net dipole moment of the slab.

Orbital charge-densities Fi(z) were defined as

FiðzÞ ¼
Z a

0

Z b

0
∑
kB

j�
i, kB

ðx, y, zÞji, kBðx, y, zÞ dxdy

in units of �e/Å, with a and b being the lattice constants of the surface
unit-cell and e the (positive) elementary charge. The sum is taken over all
reciprocal-space vectors kB included in the calculation. Note that the unit
cell size (i.e., a and b) and the included vectors kBdiffer for “isolated” and
periodic systems as detailed above. Fi(z) comprises the charge of a non-
spin-polarized band; i.e., the area below a curve amounts to 2 electrons.

Five layers of the nonrelaxed Au(111) surface in the above-used
p(
√
3� 3) unit cell were used for the calculations on the full metal/SAM

systems. No geometry relaxation of the upright-standing molecules was
performed, and the position of the bonded sulfur atom was determined
from previous work.44

Representations of the systems were generated with XCrysDen.131

3D orbital/band charge density plots were generated at the isovalue of
0.02 �e/Å3. HSE06 calculations for the orbital representations in
Figure 7a and dipole moments in Figure 9 were done with Gaussian
09132 using the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. An isovalue of 0.04 a.u.
was used.
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bS Supporting Information. Detailed discussion of the role
of self-interaction, assessment of the accuracy of DFT for
molecular polarizabilities, dipole moments and energy gaps,
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